22SN0096 – Dale

Chesterfield County Planning Commission
(Meadowbrook High School Sign)
Conditional use to permit a computer‐controlled, variable‐
message, electronic sign (EMC) sign plus conditional use
planned development to permit exceptions to ordinance
requirements.

Case 22SN0096, in the Dale Magisterial District, is a request by Chesterfield County
Planning Commission for a conditional use to permit a computer‐controlled, variable‐
message, electronic sign (EMC) plus conditional use planned development to permit
exceptions to development standards relative to permitted sign area for a freestanding
sign. An upgrade to the existing Meadowbrook High School freestanding identification sign,
to include an EMC component, is proposed.
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22SN0096 – Overview
1. Permit an EMC component
for an existing freestanding
sign (Meadowbrook High
School)
2. Permit sign to exceed sign
area limitation
3. Staff recommends approval

Overview Slide.
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22SN0096 – Zoning Map

The Property contains 50.99 acres and is zoned Residential (R‐7). The existing freestanding
identification sign for Meadowbrook High School is located near Cogbill Road, near the
school’s entrance.
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22SN0096 – Aerial & Land Use Plan Map

The first image on the left shows the Property as being occupied by Meadowbrook High
School. The property is adjacent to several existing residential developments.
The second image on the right shows the Comprehensive Plan’s land use designation map.
The Plan designates the Property for Suburban Residential II, which suggests the Property is
appropriate for residential development at a maximum density of 2.0 to 4.0 dwellings per
acre.
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22SN0096 – Existing Conditions

A computer‐controlled, variable‐message, electronic sign (EMC) is proposed to be
incorporated into an existing freestanding sign identifying Meadowbrook High School.
Current site conditions for the freestanding sign are shown in the photograph above. The
original freestanding sign with changeable copy on a brick monument foundation was
installed on the Property in 1996. Replacement of the changeable copy portion of the sign
with an EMC component has already occurred.
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22SN0096 – Sign Design

A conceptual elevation of the remodeled sign is shown in the current slide. The proposed
sign is classified as a freestanding sign for a nonresidential use in a Residential District. The
Property is located along a collector road, which further limits the permitted sign area to
sixteen (16) square feet and the sign height to eight (8) feet. Freestanding signs along
collector roads are not permitted to include external lighting or include changeable copy.
As conditioned, the sign will comply with Ordinance requirements for a freestanding sign
relative to setbacks, lighting, sign height, and the operation of the EMC component.
Approval of a conditional use is necessary because the proposed EMC is located along a
collector road and changeable copy is not permitted (19.1‐276.B.1 – Note 5). EMC sign
components are a restricted use, with a use restriction that changeable copy sign
restrictions must also be met. One of these use restrictions requires the freestanding sign
to meet the requirements of Section 19.1‐276.B of the Zoning Ordinance. This section
outlines sign area and height requirements for freestanding signs. Since the freestanding
sign will include changeable copy that is not permitted for a sign along a collector road, a
conditional use is required for the EMC component.
The EMC component of the sign will be limited by the restrictions outlined in Condition 2.
These restrictions include limitations on copy movement, minimum resolution for sign
images, prohibiting the display of coordinated messages, requirement of a photocell to
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adjust brightness based on ambient conditions, and limitations on sign brightness above
ambient light. Additionally, the EMC will be restricted to a one (1) minute interval for copy
change.
The applicant’s proposed freestanding sign requires an exception to permitted sign area. The
Ordinance permits a sign as large as sixteen (16) square feet in area for a freestanding sign
located along a collector road. Sign area can be increased by twenty‐five (25) percent to
incorporate changeable copy on the sign. This would permit a sign as large as twenty (20)
square feet under the current Ordinance requirements. The sign contains 22.7 square feet of
sign copy area that includes the EMC component (Exhibit A). The overall sign area would not
be permitted to exceed 22.7 square feet in area (Condition 3). The freestanding sign will be
no larger than the existing freestanding sign cabinet and provides a properly sized EMC
component that could be readable to pedestrians and motorists passing the site.
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22SN0096 – Sign Location

The proposed location of the existing freestanding sign is shown in the current slide. The
sign will remain in its current location, fronting along Cogbill Road, and meet required
setbacks.
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22SN0047 – Recommendation
1. Staff Recommendation ‐ Approval.
A. Improves identification and community communication
B. Sign area exception is for an existing sign on the
property
C. Conditions will minimize impacts

Staff recommends approval of the request. The EMC sign component will comply with the
sign standards outlined in the Zoning Ordinance, except for its location along a collector
road in a residentially zoned area. Limitations on the EMC’s message display, frequency of
message changes, and brightness will minimize any potential impacts on adjoining
residential properties. The proposed sign will improve the identification for Meadowbrook
High School as well as facilitate special event and community communication to students
and area residents. The freestanding sign will be no larger in sign area than the existing
freestanding sign cabinet. As conditioned, the sign will have minimal impacts on area
development.
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22SN0096 – Zoning Map

End of presentation.
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